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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
The new field called “DNA Nanoengineering”
is focused on designing various molecular
devices out of synthesized DNA. It emerged at
the
intersection
of
computer
science,
biochemistry, material science, and engineering.
As the result of recent efforts, DNA has
established as an important building block for
the bottom-up self-assembly in nanotechnology,
with various nanostructures and nanodevices.
Recent progress indicates that the field is now
heading beyond structural elements and
towards complex systems that integrate
sensing, information processing, and actuation,
all realized within DNA-based devices. This
project aims at developing fundamental
methodology to integrate those DNA devices to
build functional systems, in other words, the
“Molecular Robots.”
【Research Methods】
There are several approaches to realize
molecular robots. The approach we have
adopted is to mimic the structure of living
organisms, namely the cellular structure. The
key technology we use is the special method to
grow DNA nanostructure on a surface of
templates such as micro-sized gel bead, called
“substrate-assisted self-assembly.” This method
enables us to build capsules made of DNA with
known base sequences. These capsules not only
can contain various DNA molecular devices, but
also integrated with various channel devices
which functions as interface for the molecular
robot like channel proteins on the lipid bilayer.
In our project, we focus on development of the
following four technologies. (1) Construction of
DNA compartment to store molecular devices
(2) Construction and implementation of
interface device that enables molecular input
/output through the compartment (3) Method to
control reactions in the molecular robot and
also
molecular
communication
between
molecular robots (4) Rule design for the swarm
of molecular robots to emerge cooperative
behavior through the interaction by the
communication.

【Expected Research Achievements and
Scientific Significance】
This project is expected to be a breakthrough
that extends the robotics to the world at the
molecular scale. Technologies developed here
can be used as fundamental tools for varieties
of artificial molecular machines, therefore, it
will make a large impact for both academic and
industrial fields. For instance, a super-drug
delivery system in which a group of molecular
robots beats the diseased part like the immune
system will be one of the future applications of
the molecular robotics.
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